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ABSTRACT 

Redirection spam refers to a technique where a 
genuine search user is befooled and made to pass
through a chain of redirections and ultimately 
presented with a compromised web page that may be 
an adware or an irrelevant content for the user. As a 
consequence the search engines earn a bad name in 
quality information retrieval and moreover the users 
are too dissatisfied. Also, there is sever wastage of 
expensive network resources like bandwidth. 
Detecting these malicious redirections is important for 
quality information retrieval from web. But detecting 
such redirections is a very tedious task due to the 
genuine usage of redirections to provide load 
balancing and URL shortening features. Also, the 
conventional methods of spam detection such as 
blacklists, whitelists are not very successful as they 
need to be updated every time. Many factors have 
been discussed in previous work that facilitates 
redirection. To design a more robust and reliable 
approach, this paper presents some new factors that 
facilitate redirection spam detection. We also 
explored the operational profile of each identified 
factor along with the criteria for its selection.

Keywords: redirection spam; malicious redirection; 
spam detection; web security; Iframe; JavaScript 
redirections 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Redirection Spam has emerged as a prime challenge 
in the quality information retrieval in the current 
scenario. The openness of web is a blessing for its 
growth on one side whereas at the same time this 
openness presents web with a major challenge of 
spam which acts as a hindrance in quality information 
retrieval [1]. Redirection spam refers to a technique 
where a genuine search user is befooled and forced to 
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pass through a number of redirections and finally 
reaching a compromised web page. Gyongyi and 
Garcia-Molina [2] state that as redirection is 
encountered, browser is made to visit another URL at 
the time of page load. The miscreants try to induce 
malicious redirections with the aim to damage the 
competitors, to earn a better page ranking, phishing or 
business promotions through publicity [3]. A study [4] 
indicated that the syndicate programs that redirected 
towards adware pages were prevalent and covered 
40% of the observed redirection cases. As stated by 
Zhou and Ding [5], the search engines are not c
of indexing the dynamic scripts. The client side 
scripting languages provide features that facilitate 
redirections[6], therefore taking advantage of this fact, 
the spammers intelligently craft the chain of 
redirections so as to evade detection by em
their redirect codes inside dynamic scripts The 
genuine search user becomes the victim of such 
spammers and loses trust in search engines. Spam has 
adverse effects on the integrity and security of 
information. It also affects the search engine rank
of web sites. Also, it harms the reputation of search 
engines and face the expense of crawling the 
spammed web sites. 

Redirection attacks have been more prevalent in the 
recent years. A Report produced by Dell 2016
that spammers employed redirection chains to spread 
the SPARTAN exploit kit with the aim to download 
malware and infect the machines which led to heavy 
losses. According to a report [8], heavy redirection 
attacks were triggered on the corporate acco
banks by a Trojan named Dridex. This attack was 
very similar to the Carbanak and Dyre Wolf attacks 
which hit the year 2015. Another report [9] states that 
Goznym redirections attacks affected 24 banks in 
America in April 2016, and further spread t
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countries like USA and Germany in another two 
months. Another heavy redirection attack TrickBot 
[10] hit the corporates and business accounts in 
October 2016 that spread through malvertising. These 
reports indicate that addressing the redirection spam is 
the need of today’s scenario. It becomes absolutely 
essential to take active measures against the evil of 
redirection spam. In this paper we aim to identify the 
critical factors for redirection spam detection. Section 
2 presents the related work. Section 3 describes the 
significant factors for detecting redirection spam 
which is followed by conclusion and future work in 
Section 4. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Spam detection has been emerging research area for 
both academia and industry. Lot of efforts have been 
made in detecting redirections. Wang and Ma [11] 
developed a system that aims at querying the search 
engines for commerce terms and visiting those URLs 
thereby recording all traffic information. Their main 
focus was to perform similarity analysis and identify 
spammers based on similar domains. They observed 
that most spammed websites made use of front-end 
servers that automatically redirected the browser 
traffic to an exploit server working at a back-end 
point. Their system made use of honey-monkey that 
collected spammer targeted keywords. They used the 
persistent –state changes and changes in window 
registry entries as their main feature to detect exploit 
sites. They used a blackbox, signature free approach 
and run their system inside using virtual machines. 
However, the system designed could not detect the 
exploits that do not make any changes in persistent 
state. 

Chellapilla and Maykov [12] studied the distribution 
of different types of redirections on web. They made 
use of a JavaScript parser/editor and JavaScript 
runtime engine for understanding the run time 
behavior and exploits. They concluded that JavaScript 
redirections were very difficult to detect because 
JavaScript has some features like eval, window. 
location, and location. Replace that support script 
obfuscation or dynamic code injection. 

Wu and Davison [13] conducted an exploratory study 
on redirections and considering redirection as a 
technique for web spam. They found Http status code 
and html refresh tag of each URL for detecting 
redirections. Their work was limited to analyzing the 
distribution of Http and Meta redirections. JavaScript 

redirections, owing to their complex nature were not 
considered. 

Niu et al. [14] regarded redirections as a major 
technique used behind blog and forum spam. Their 
employed a behavior based and signature approach 
that considered top domain analysis and third party 
domains to identify the backdoors and redirects. They 
made use of Strider URL tracer which provided a top 
domain view by visiting each URL. 

Bhargrava et al. [15] performed a detailed study on 
web redirections. They observed that both spam URLs 
and legitimate URLs are using redirections with 
almost same frequency i.e. 43.63% and 40.97% 
respectively. They also observed that JavaScript 
redirections were more prevalent in the spam. 

Leontiadis [16] tried to identify redirection chains in 
medical firms. Their technique was based on checking 
referrer field and probing backwards tracing all 
intermediaries. Also they considered Http status code 
and the user agent field to know whether the requests 
are coming from server or crawler. Their main 
objective was to study the impact of malicious 
redirections in pharmacy. 

Takata et al.[17] studied the sequence of packets in 
each session between browser and server and 
performed referrer lookup and a host test to identify 
redirections. They extracted Http header variables like 
referrer, Server and Vary Field and also GET variable 
in the URL to conduct their study. However, their 
work does not analyze JavaScript code in detail. 

Lu et al. [18] monitored the page load and extracted 
network features to detect malicious search user 
redirections. Their features mainly included number 
of redirection hops, landing to terminal distance, 
search rank and keyword poison resistance which they 
fed to a statistical classifier. Their component 
however worked only for malicious search user 
redirections. 

Lee and Kim [19] tried to identify series of URL 
redirections in twitter stream. They constructed a 
feature vector including features like URL redirect 
chain length, Frequency of entry point URL, Relative 
number of different initial URLs. They assumed that 
owing to the limited resources attackers may reuse 
them, therefore all correlated redirect chains might 
share the identical URL. Their focus was to detect co- 

related URL redirect chains and to determine whether 
URL is suspicious. 
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Mekky et al. [20] followed an approach of browsing 
the nodes of user activity tree with simultaneous 
recording of network traffic. They analyzed this 
traffic to detect Http redirections. The source URL 
was considered as the node of tree and if it triggered a 
request for URL of child node, then an edge was 
assumed to exist between them. Their laid emphasis 
on factors like Http status code, path length, and edge 
duration and used a decision tree classifier. 

Rahman et al. [21] observed that Facebook was used 
as a platform for redirecting genuine users to 
download the malicious apps. They designed a system 
called Frappe which detects URL redirects by 
calculating trust reputation score of each URL 
obtained after redirection. They found that a number 
of URLs were hosted by a single domain and various 
malicious apps were redirected to these URLS after 
app installation. 

Zhang et al. [22] designed a system called Vishunter 
to detect malicious redirections from visible servers to 
invisible servers and uncover the malicious web 
infrastructures. They extracted features based on 
location, graph, role and relation 

From this extensive literature survey, it is evident that 
many efforts have been made in detection of 
malicious redirections. Some researchers have used 
signature based approaches and some have used client 
side honeypot to trace redirections. Although the 
available approaches are able to detect malicious 
redirections to great extent, but in our view, the World 
Wide Web is dynamic in nature and spammers keep 
on evolving new tricks to evade detection. Also, there 
is a need to devise a more robust solution that could 
improve the accuracy and reduce the cases of 
misclassification of URLs. Therefore, some soft 
computing based techniques can prove useful for 
redirection spam detection. 

III. SIGNIFICANT FACTORS 

Based on the extensive literature survey and our 
previous work to study the actual redirection attacks 
and their behavior [4]. We identified the most 
significant factors that could facilitate in detecting 
malicious redirections. These factors are described as 
follows: 

A. Number of Domains 

Considering the URL structure, the right most part of 
URL represents the top level domain (TLD) and the 

next left part of it represents the second level domain 
(SLD) and so on. A domain change is reflected when 
a user shifts from one TLD to TLD or from one SLD 
to another SLD. We identified this factor as important 
in case of redirection spam detection because 
spammers try to hide their mischievous activities 
behind the scenes by switching to different domains. 
More number of different domains represent higher 
chances that the redirection is spam. 

B. Number of Script Generated Redirections 

JavaScript is a versatile language that enables 
programmers to develop and design websites but at 
the same time, it has some functions like eval(), 
window.location() that can be exploited by spammers. 
If usage of such functions is found in conjunction 
with a different URL in script, we have considered it 
as malicious redirection. 

C. Number of Redirection Hops 

A hop is counted when a node is crossed in reaching 
from source to destination. i. e the number of times a 
user is redirected to a new node or machine. The more 
number of redirection hops represent higher chances 
of redirection spam. 

D. Delay in Page Refresh 

Spammers set the spammed URL link in Meta tag and 
setting the page reload time to less than 5 seconds. 
The Meta tag has option to set the time in seconds for 
the page reload or refresh. This practice is referred to 
as Meta tag redirections. This feature is exploited by 
spammers and such cases are considered as malicious 
redirection. The lesser is the time specified the more 
is the risk for redirection spam. The assumption is 
spammer wants the spammed web page to be loaded 
as soon as the request is made. 

E. Http Status Code 

A webpage request by the client to the server leads to 
transmission of request and response headers. The 
status code is a three digit numeral and an integral 
part of response header which represents the status of 
request. Each code has a different meaning for the 
network. We have identified the status code as 
significant factor as the status code with 3xx value 
represents a redirection. 
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F. Use of Iframes 

Spammers are using iframes to set their spammed 
URL link in iframe tag and making it invisible by 
setting its border property to zero. This tactic is used 
by them to evade detection. This kind of redirection is 
referred to as iframe redirections and has now become 
a common practice for spammers as it provides for 
doing spam activities behind the scenes. Such iframes 
can be checked for in scripts to check for malicious 
redirections. 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Spam has adverse effects on the integrity and security 
of information. This paper deals with the issue of 
redirection spam detection. To design a more robust 
and reliable approach, this paper identifies the 
significant factors for redirection spam detection. We 
also explored the operational profile of each identified 
factor along with the criteria for its selection. In 
future, we will consider these factors for designing a 
soft computing based approach that would provide a 
more robust and reliable solution for the evil of 
redirection spam. 
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